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l’hroughout, by “ring” vvc mean associative ring with identity and by 
“module” unitary left module. Uy a “ringed space”, vve mean a pair (LY, 9) 
with X a topological space and M a sheaf of rings on S, and by a “module” 
over a ringed space (X, %‘), a sheaf .w’ of abelian groups on X such that for 
each L” open in X ,QI( U) has a given structure as an -2( I;)-module whose 
restrictions are compatible with those of :#. The category of modules over A 
given ringed space is an abclian category \vith esact direct limits but in 
general the ringed space, regarded as a module ov-cr itself, is not necessarily 
a generator. In this note we establish conditions for this to be so. 
Throughout (X, 9) will dcnotc a ringed space and .-I a module over (BOY, 2). 
By a section of ,d will be meant an clement (1 of -/t-Y). Giv-en such an a and 
a point .Y t S we denote by u(x) its image under the canonical map from .r/(S) 
to the fibre C~/Z of .d at x. By the suppo~ of u is meant the set of s t A\- ft,r 
which u(x) is nonzero. A family {u,)~,~ of sections of .d is said to getlerate the 
fibre of ~1 at some given s t ,Y if the elements {uL(x)jitr generate -CL; as an 
ZZ-module. Finally, a ringed space (-Y, 2) \vi-ill be said to be NOu4ere null if 
each fibre d,. is not the null ring. 
Q’e now state the following: 
PKOPOSITION. A necessary and su$ciettt coiidition Iirclt a nowhere null rirged 
space (A-, A?) be a generator ill its category of modules is that its fibres may be 
generated by sections of arbitrarily small support. 
I f  this condition holds, then S is necessarily a regular topological space. 
The condition is understood to mean that for each x E S and open 
neighbourhood CT of x, the fibre d, may be generated by- sections with support 
in C. 
Some immediate observations convert the assertion into a more manageable 
form. Since the category of modules over (-Y, 9) is abelian with arbitrary 
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direct sums, it follows (Cohn, [I]) that 3 is a generator exactly when each 
module JL? may be expressed as a homomorphic image of a direct sum of 
copies of 9; equivalently (Serre, [2]), when each such module admits a 
family of generators (i.e., all its fibres are generated by sections). In this form 
the necessity of the condition is immediate: given x E ,Y and CT an open 
neighbourhood of x‘ form the ideal .#o of 3 whose restriction to I/ is identical 
with that of 3 and whose restriction to S \ L: is null; then, by hypothesis, 
the fibre of .gr,, at x is generated by sections of :z@~, which necessarily have 
support in Cl, and hence by the corresponding sections of 4. 
To prove the converse, n-e first show that .9 a generator implies ,Y regular. 
l’hc condition of nowhere nullness enters here. For let F be a closed subset of 
&\I and .X $ F; set C equal to the open neighbourhood _Y \,I; of X. By the 
hypothesis choose s, E J&(S) with supports in C’ and p, t -9,. with x, iLs,(s) 
the identity of 3x . Then we may expand the p, by taking representatives and 
find an open neighbourhood C-r of .I‘, contained in C’, and for each i,r, E .Y( I -i) 
with ri(r) = pi , such that I:, ~,(s,‘L’i) is the identity of -#(I’,). ICK~~ s, has 
support a closed subset of -I-, and so taking their (finite) union, its complement, 
lVz say, is open in X. \Vc now have17 C C’, and .X E Cr, Further the fibre of ./A 
at anv point of c1 n c/., is necessarily- the null ring. 
and ii, must be disjoint. .I- is therefore regular. 
bv nowhere nullness I’, 
Finally, let .d be a module over (S, .#). Tl ren for each .Y G S and germ 4 
of .CLL at .Y there is some 1’ 3 I’ and a E .c/( L) whose germ at s is t. By the 
regularity of X we may find disjoint open subsets I, and C:, with (Ii 3 ,Y and 
1 :r 2 LY \ LT. Again by hypothesis, we may find yi E .#(-Y) with supports in 
C’, and p{ E 3, such that z, p,r,(. v  ) is the identity of d,. Set (I,’ 2 (r,~ I;) u 
for each i. Sote that I’; 1 1 ‘z 0 (since the support of each ri is contained in 
c-1, which is disjoint from 1 ‘.,), and hence that ~7;’ I C’? n C. 0 for each i. 
But c’, u U -z X, and hence by the sheafhood of .*/ we may extend (I,’ by 
zero to di E LX’(X). Then Ej p/?,(s) - C p,(Lii ~ I’)(s) (C py,(~)):7(v) ~~~ (I(.\.). 
This concludes the proof. 
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